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Abstract:

Graphene is a promising but challenging material to be harnessed for wafer-level micro and
nanodevices. We have pioneered a methodology to obtain large -scale graphene from silicon carbide on silicon
substrates in a transfer -free and site -selective fashion [1, 2], with particularly promising application for integrated nanophotonics and energy storage systems [3]. In fact, the combination of graphene and silicon carbide
on silicon is ideal, for multiple reasons. First, the use of a silicon substrate enables easy microfabrication and
compatibility with silicon technologies. Second, the silicon carbide on silicon not only allows for a templated,
solid source and site-selective synthesis of graphene, but also greatly improved adhesion of graphene to the
substrate. Third, the silicon carbide underneath the graphene offers a range of benefits that go beyond the simple structural and mechanical support for the 2D material, to active functional roles such as the exploitation of
its photonics properties, i.e. tuning of its surface phonon-polariton [4] and subsequent coupling with graphene
plasmonics.
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